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  Book Review
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        James and Mary Ellis

Background and Quaker Famine Relief in 

Letterfrack

By Joan Johnson

Publisher: Historical Committee of the 

Religious Society of Friends in Ireland 2000

I was given this book by a relative who spent time 
in Ireland. She thought I would be interested in 
reading about an aspect of Quaker history in that 
country. The book makes for a fascinating read 
and gives a very good insight into the Quaker 
response to the tragedy of famine when it was 
being ignored by the authorities, both secular and 
religious, of the time. 

Quakers have been active in Ireland since the late 1650s 
and have a history of dealing with suffering there including 
involvement in Peace processes which began in the 1990s.

When Ireland suffered from the terrible famine 1846-1850, often 
referred to as the “Irish Potato Famine”, many Quakers understood 
the seriousness of the situation. They responded in various ways, 
from setting up soup kitchens to collecting money to be used 
for other forms of famine relief. Joan Johnson in this book has 
focused on two Quakers, James Ellis and his wife Mary, who were 
instrumental in bringing relief to one small area of Ireland. 

James had been a successful worsted cloth manufacturer in 
Bradford, England and was very involved in local Quaker 
activities there. He was one of the founders of what was later to 
be known as “Friends Provident Institution”, one of the leading 
life insurance companies. The book tells the story of why 
James and his wife uprooted their comfortable life in 1849 to 
purchase an estate of 1000 acres, in Letterfrack, County Galway. 

His motivation was the reports from Irish and 
visiting Quakers on the appalling conditions to 
be found in that country due to the famine.

In response to the destitution that they found, he 
gave employment with fair wages, reclaiming and 
cultivating the poor land, and set people to build 
roads, walls, and houses for his employees. The 
author’s use of firsthand accounts, particularly 
the letters written by Mary Ellis to her two 
sisters, give detailed descriptions of the problems 
that faced them and how some of these were 
overcome. The book not only gives an insight 
into their lives but also into how the Quakers 

of that time were able to respond quickly to 
suffering via their connections to each other through marriage 
or business.

The Ellis’s legacy is that the house they built for themselves is 
now a youth hostel and all the trees and shrubs they planted, 
over 11,000, is now called Ellis Wood, part of the Connemara 
National Park.

Notes: 
•	 Please contact Quaker Books dalex001@gmail.com if you 

would like a copy of this book and David Alexander will 
order copies from Ireland. A copy is also available from the 
Quaker library at the Settlement.

•	 When the Editorial Committee was discussing content 
for this issue and I told them about reading this book 
and considering doing a review of it, Brian McNamara 
told us he had visited the site and would like to write 
about his experience. �e result is the following article.

Visiting Letterfrack

 BY BRIAN McNAMARA

A painful experience

In 2014 in County Galway, I visited a powerful and poi-

gnant graveyard to the more than 140 young boys who 

died in the care of the Christian Brothers in their Indus-

trial School at Letterfrack. The memorial (see over page) 

very clearly explained this terrible history.

I went to Letterfrack because of its Quaker connections.  I 
knew of an English Quaker industrialist from Bradford who 
paid for buildings including a Meeting House in order to 
give the locals work during the Famine. There we bought 
the book written about the Quaker Ellis family. 
 

Knowing little, I found the Ellis land and buildings had been 
purchased by the Archbishop of Tuam in 1884 to become 
an industrial school, staffed by the Christian Brothers (who 
also had a presence here in New Zealand).

The graveyard at St Joseph’s School is a simple tree-
surrounded rectangle with small headstones and a 
memorial cross. It contains the graves of over 140 boys who 
died some eight decades ago. Other bodies we were told lie 
out in the bog. We met a couple in the carpark who told us 
that story. Miriam, my wife, was so angry she could not visit 
the graveyard, so I went alone.

Note article begins part way down page
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What the Ellis’ and Quakers did in Letterfrack is worthy of 
the dedication that is made in Joan Johnson’s book: “This 
book is dedicated to those who care to make a difference.” 
They would have been shocked at what later came of their 
philanthropic efforts during the time of the Industrial School.

What happened in the time of its being an Industrial School 
was the antithesis of caring. Friends can find that story here.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/St_Joseph%27s_Industrial_
School,_Letterfrack 

A�er the visit to the graveyard, we stopped at a beautiful 
church built for forty families up on a wind-swept high 
moor at Creeragh in the Parish of Ballinakill. �ere a sign 
welcomed us, inviting us to be silent and pray. “If you are 
su�ering ask for strength.” 

I did, to help deal with the pain of what Letterfrack had 
shown us.

I wrote most of the following poem in 2014 soon a�er our 
return to NZ from our trip to Ireland. 

PACEM IN TERRIS
(Peace on earth. Peace in the earth.)

In an unquiet graveyard in West Ireland

Lie seven score and more boys, at the hands

of men entrusted with their care

Abused, neglected, killed.

More lie outside the cemetery stones

in the bogs and moors, unknown,

uncounted, unconsidered,

Abused, neglected, killed.

Letterfrack Industrial School,

Christian Brothers’ rule,

A legacy of shame for boys

Abused, neglected, killed.

Their names should resonate loudly

through their bright deeds, proudly

manifest; instead, there they lie

Abused, neglected, killed.

Pope John XXIII wrote his Letter-

“Pacem in Terris”- nothing better

than I can now wish these buried boys,

Abused, neglected, killed.

Peace in the earth, which now claims

their brief lives; name and shame

the cover-up by men and church who

Abused, neglected, killed.

Name and shame those here in our land

Far from Letterfrack, Galway, Ireland.

The same history here as were boys there

Abused, neglected, killed.

This Catholic boy no longer could bear

That religious provenance, nor wear

The smallest chance of complicity with those who

Abused, neglected, killed.

Would that we could so lay to rest,

(Faint hope only I fear in this breast),

The anger and the injustice as best we can,

Confused, infected, shilled.

Letterfrack graveyard

Letterfrack Church
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